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In this paper eJ,PJ'OIIIOIIIfor !be temperature distrlbutiolll iD a chaanel bouoded by two 
parallol ftal ,plakll (geDeraliad plane Couelte Dow) are derived whoa ,isco .. incompre,,;' 
bl. Buid II ftowiD,'brouSb il. The term for cIJs.ipadoa due to frictioa i. DOt negleoted and 
tho rate of heat seaeration per unit '011lIII0 (I) varl .. lloearly with timo. and (ii) docreu .. 
exponeaUally with limo, It is .eon 10 tho first cas. that th. temperature below th. lilli, of 
the ohao •• 1 is morn than tbe temperature abo .. th. axi. of th. ohBlUlel. 
INTIIODucnoN . 
The steady flow of a viscous Incompressible /luid between two parallel 
Sat rlates, one at test and the other in uniform motion, under constant 
pressure gradient, Is quite well knolVll as generalized plane Couette /low. 
Pal (19.56) has given the velocity and temperatute distributions for this 
flow. However, he has given the soulution of energy equation without 
considering the rate of heat generation per unit volume in the fluid 
(other thlll viscous dissipation). Bhatnagar & Tikekar (1966) have ob-
tained the teMperatute distribution in a channel bounded by two co-axial 
circular cylinders. They assumed the rate of heat generation per unit 
volume as a function of time but did not include the effects of viscous 
dissipation. Purohit (2967) has obtained the temperature distribution in 
plane Couette /low between parallel /lat plates. He derived the elCpres .. 
ion for the .tt!lllperature bv assuming the rate of heat generation per unit 
volume as an o8Clllatorv function of time. Using Laplace trIIIsform to-
chniqlle he has obtained the solution of the energy equation which comes 
out in a form which exhibits the contributions of boundary conditions, 
dissipation due to friction and the rate of hea.t generatioll to the tem-
perature distribution. Recently, the author (1967) has obtBined the tem-
perature distribution of a ~us Incompressible /luid in a circular pipe 
When the rate of heat generation per unit volume (i) varies linearly with 
time, and (iI) decteases elCponentially with time, and it has been shown 
that the POinti near the axis of the cylinder have higher temperature 
than those of the points which ate far from the axis of the cylinder. 
The Pl'\!8t!It papet consists of two parts. In part A the tempera-
ture distribution In a channel hounded by two parallel /lat plates WAeD 
~ pp~ l 
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"'seous Incompressible fluid Is flowing thro~ it (generalized plane Co-
uette flow), with the rate of heat generation per unit volume varying 
linearly with time, is discussed. An expression for the temperature dis-
tribution is obtained in dimensionless form. This consists of two parts, 
the one varies linearly with dimensionless time Fourier modulus T,=k'l/y,· 
and the other is transient part of temperature, which vanishes In the 
limit as I tends to infinity. It is also .een that the contribution of the 
transient part is insignificant when T, > 1. 
In part B the temperature distribution in the same channel is studied i 
when viscous incompressible fluid is flowing through It with the rate \\, 
of heat generation per unit volume decreasing exponentially with time. 
An expression for the temperature has been obtained taking 
The result obtained is In complete agreement with similar results ob-
tained by Ballabh (1959) and Sneddon (1951) where Ballabh has obtained 
the expression for the velocity by using the method of superposabUlty 
and Sneddon has discussed the heat flow under exponentially decreasing 
temperature gradient. 
Here the expressions for the temperature distributions in both the 
parts are derived with the conditions that the plates situated at y= ±y, 
(i) have zero initial temperatures, and (ii) are always being kept at zero 
temperatures. 
1. FLOW DISTRIBUTIOI'I AI'Ill ENERGY EQ.uATION 
For the case of two-dimensional flow of a viscous incompressible fluid 
with constant properties, the system of equations for the velocity distribu-
tion in steady flow along a zy.plane is 
~!!.....+ ~=O' 
ox oy • ... (1.1) 
ou +, . .0': =_ 
"-a"Z ay ... (1,2) 
•• ~ ~.. _~ = _...! ap + (0" + al.) (I 3) ~ ax T· ay p -OIT • -ax' ayt, .... 
where p Is the density of the fl\lid IIIld • is tlje coefficient of kinematic v!s-
~o5itr· 
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Now let UI coll8lcler the flow between two parallel lIat plates at 
I dislllllce 2110 apart, of which one is at rest and the other is moving 
with CODStaDt velocity U, For this flow we have 
U '" u(,), , = 0, p = 'p(z). 
Thus the equation (1.3) becomes ao identity and the equations (1.1) 
ami (U) lIIIIume the forms: 
8u 
a" =0, 
The solution of equation (1.5) under the boundary conditions 
u=OwhenY=-l/o; and 11= U whlll 1/=1/. 
Is 
II = ~ ( 1 + L)+ II~( 1- t,) Yo Yo , 
where u,,=- ~ t· 
The energy equation is 
-(1.4) 
... (1.5) 
nil [.!!.+lIaTJ=~+l(~ +.!2:.)+~ ... (1.7) 
r' al b al a.,. a~' ' 
where .,. = (811{ay)' is the energy dissipation function; ae/at is the 
rate of heat generation per unit volume in the fluid; D. and k are 
the specific heat and the coefficient of heat conductivity of the fluid 
respectively. 
The velocity distribution is steady whUe the temperature is unsteady 
The temperature distribution does not influence the flow field of an in-
compressible fluid with constant properties. We have assumed a fluid 
having these properties. 
PAaT A 
Rate 01 A&It g6lleratios per tmit 90/111118 ,IIriu lifWU"!y wit1Il1l118 
If we assume that temperature is independent of Its axial positiop, 
then :~ = 0, and hence equation (1.7) reducet to 
l!.=..!...~ + k,l'!.. fA - By + ays, 
81 po, 81 ay' ... (2.1) 
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where 
A _ p.U2 
- 4pc,y,' , 
A = .buu• 
pC.y.' 
o _ 41'u.' 
- PC~Yo' • 
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The term (A - By + Oy') in the equation 12.1) is dissipation 
friction and is not neglected in the present investigation. 
We now assume that 
2- ~ = at. pc, at 
Equation (2.1) then becomes 
!! =at+k' alT +A-By+Oy'. 
at aye 
due II 
\ 
",(2.2l' 
...(2.3) 
Now let 1 = ~:-" T dt be the LaplaCe transform of T and tet"T, be the 
initial value of T. 
Multiplying equation (2.3) by 6-" and integrating between the limits 0 
to cO, We get 
~~r. - piT = - 1-[ To + ~ - By + ~ + ~J 
ay' k' 8 8 8 8', 
(2.4) 
where p' = 8/k'. 
We shall n~w find To. 
Initially the rate of heat generation is zero and the temperature is 
steady in the channel. 
Hence EL = 0 and we obtain diT. = - l( A - By + lOY') 
at 0,11' k' 
The solution of equation (2.5) under the boundary conditions 
To = 0 when y = - 1/, ; To = 0 when 11 = 110 
is 
.. ,(2,5) 
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Substituting this value To in (2.4) we get 
a'l. 1 [ A ( ) B ( ) By." 'P l' = - To 2k- Y.' - y' - 6i Y02y - y' 
The boundary conditions for fare 
1 = 0 when y = - Yo ; and 'i = 0 when y = Yo' 
The solution of equation (2.6) under the above boundary conditions is 
1 '" _~_( Yo' - Y') _ ~(Yo'Y - y.) + _~(Yo'~) 
2k' 8 6k' 8 12k'. 
+ ~[1- coshpy ] 
OS cosh PYo ... (2.7) 
Now applying Laplace inversion theorem, we obtain 
T - 2~' ( Yo' - y' ) - :' ( Yo'y - y' ) + l~k' ( Yo' -y' ) 
+ t.( 110' - yl) at - i:k" (5Yo' - 11') (Yo' - y.) 
May, I Z (_ 1)' - k'(2n + I)'.'! - [ (2n + 1)"y ] 
+ " k",,' - L (211+1)" e 4yo . cos 2yo 
111;0 -
... (2.8) 
At time t '" 0, T '" 1r-(Yo' - Y') - !, (yo'Y - Y') + 1~k' (Yo' - II') 
Hence {rom equation (2.8) by putting! = 0, we get 
"(-1)' [(2n + 1)"y ] ". ( _ L) ( _ t ) ~o (211 + 1)5 cos -fY;;- - = 1536 5 Yo' 1 Yo'. 
Writing JL ~ r so that I r I less than 1, we get Yo 
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Putting , = 0, we have 
~ (-1)· 5,,& 
k (216 + I)' 15.36 I 
··0 
Now we make equation (2.8) dimensionless by introducing 
T II k', 
". = -, - ='J PI = -, 
8 y. Yo' 
where 6 t. a characteristic temperature. 
We then get 
~ = bl (1 - ,.) - b" (1 - ,1) + b, (1 - ,I) + bT,(1 -r) 
- :z ( 5 - " ) ( 1 - , ) 
+ 128b ~ _ (-1)"_ e_(2.a~I)"" 2', co [(23 + I) .. 1 
or' k (23 + I)' • • 8 Z--' 
"=-0' 
... (Z.9) 
h b .Ay.' b - By.' b _ OYo' d b _ au" w erc ,= -2"'8' • - 61:'8 ' 0 - 12k'8 an . - 21;"8 are clearly 
dimensionless numbers. 
We now take., = ~, + ~" where 
" = bl (1 - ,.) - b,' (1 - r' ) + b. (1 - t l ) + bTl (1 - ,I) 
b 
--12- (5 - ,I) (1 - raj, 
d 128b~ (-I)' _~~1)""2'1. [(Z16+I)" ] 
an T.=--;;r k (23+i),·6 cos 2 '. 
R=O 
The values oE ~ for dilferent values of , and 7'1 have been tabulated. 
TABLE 1. bl == 2, b,= Z, bo = 2, b~ I 
~ 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.0 
-0.9 3.3098 3.3160 3.3219 3.3324 3.3445 3.40$2 3.4394 
-0.6 3.7888 3.8067 3.8215 3.8533 3.89U 4.0901 4.2036 
-0.3 4.3518 4.3736 4.3901 4.4323 4.4842 4.1612 4.9212 
0.0 4.0019 4.0256 4.0422 4.0874 4.1435 4.4459 4.62U 
0.3 3.2598 3.2816 3.2981 3.3403 3.3922 3.6692 3.8292 
0.6 2.2528 2.2707 2.2855 2.3173 2.3645 2.5541 2.6676 
0.9 0.7258 0.7320 0.1379 0.7484 0.7605 0.8212 0.8554 
\ 
-
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TABL! 1- 6, == 1. b, == Z. 60 == 1. 6 == 1 
~ 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.0 
~.9 0.8759 0.8821 0.8880 0.89as 0.9106 0.9713 1.0OSS 
-Q.6 2.2784 2.2963 2.3111 2.3429 2.381\ 2.5797 2.6932 
-0.3 2.4499 2.4717 2.4882 2.5304 2.5823 2.8593 3.0193 
0.0 2.0019 2.0256 2.0422 2.0874 2.1415 2.4459 2.6213 
0.3 1.3579 1.3797 1.3962 1.4384 1.4903 1.7673 1.9273 
0.6 0.7424 0.7603 0.1751 0.8069 0.8451 1.0437 l.m2 
0.9 0.1919 0.1981 0.2040 0.2145 0.2266 0.2873 0.3215 
TABLE 3. 6, = 2. 6. = 1. bo = 1. b=2 
~ 0.01 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.8 1.0 
-0.9 0.8949 0.9073 0.9191 0.9401 0.9643 1.0857 1.1541 
-Q.6 2.5344 2.5702 2.5998 2.6634 2.7398 3.1370 3.36010 
-0.3 3.0889 3.1325 3.1M5 3.2499 3.3537 3.9017 4.2277 
0.0 3.0038 3.0512 3.0844 3.1748 3.2870 3.8918 4.2426 
0.3 2.5429 2.5865 2.6195 2.7039 2.8077 3.3617 3.6817 
0.6 1.7664 1.8022 1.8318 1.8954 1.9718 2.3690 2.5960 
0.9 0.5529 0.5653 0.5771 0.5981 0.6223 0.7437 0.8121 
The graphs for fixed , ( , == - 0.9. - 0.6. - 0.3. 0.0. 0.3. 0.6. 0.9) 
showing the variation of ~ with the parameter P, have been drawn in two 
cases b, = 2, b, == 2, 60 == 2, 6 == 1 ; b, == I, b, == 2. 60 == 1. b = 1 in the 
range P, == 0 to P, = 1. 
The graph. beyond. P, == 1 have not been drawn because ~. Is very 
small compared to .... when P, > I, hence the transient part Is insignificant 
and ~ varies l1nearlv with P, in this range. From the graphs and tables of 
values it Is observed that,. increases with P, for fixed ,. It Is alao seen 
that for any value of P 10 the temperature of any point below the axis of 
the channel Is more than the temperature of the point symmetrical to this 
above the axis of the channel and thus the temperature below the axis is 
more than the temperature above the axis. The present case is entirely differ-
~t from that of 111ane CoU!!tte dow (Dube 1968&) and plane Poisellllle lIIow 
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(Dube 1968b) because in the last two flows it ·has been shewn that. ta" 
petature above and below the axis of the channel is the same. 
PART B 
Bale oJ Ileal gell8l'1Jtion pM 1I,,;llIO/lIfIIe decreases ezptJllen.tiaillllllilk lime 
We assume that 
_1_l!. '= f II. ,-.'. 
pc, 81 .... , 
Equation (2.1) then becomes 
~ '= ~ a e-o,+ k' S'T + A. - By +Or!' 
81 ~,' Tyf' • 
...(3.1) 
.u(3.2) 
Let T '= ~:e-" Tdl be the Laplace transfQrm -of T arullet Tobe the 
initial value of T. 
Multiplying equation (3.21 by ,-" and integra&g bellwDen the .!AI.O 
to", we get 
here I B II': P = y' 
Herd'.", 2~'(".·-"·)- ~'(Y.·Y-Y·)+ 1~' (,10'-11') 
as obtained in part A. 
The solution of equation (3.3) under the previous boundary conditions Is 
+-.E ... _ (JJ!' - 11'_) + ( I _ cosh -!'~_ ) f _a_" _. 
12. B cosh PYo _\ 8(B + m) 
Now applying Laplace inversion theorem, we get 
p_A(t.) B(. ,)+0(,.,,) W Y. - Y - 6k'- Yo 11 - 11 WT Y. -N 
~ a [ cos I(m/.!:' 1II!l1 ] 
- /., ,: 1- cos t(m/k')'" 11.1 .-" 
-, 
• • 10'(211 + 1) .... 
+.i I I (-I)·a. ..----w-
IF -, ••• (211+ 1) [m- .I:'(2~;oP'''·-J 
xcos [~+.1L"'!J ... (3.4) 2y. . 
The expression (3·4) for the temperature is in complete agreement 
with similar results obtained by Ballabh (1959) and Sneddon (1951). Ballabh 
In his paper has obtained the expression for the velocity by using the 
lllethod of superposability and Sneddon has discussed the heat flow under 
exponentially decreasing temperature gradient. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr- P. L. Bhatnagar for 
his wIuable JUidan~ in the preparation of this paper. 
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